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Health care systemreform in the private sectorhas been based
on two (at ieastj major unproven assumptions:i) that primary
care physicianscan provide “nearly equivalent” care to spe
&lists if they are aided by guidelines, critical pathways and
accessto technology (e.g., exercisetests, echocardiography);
and 2) that the care thus provided is lessexpensive.Specialists
are axiomaticallyperceived to be too expensive.The widely
used Iv@liman& Robertson Healthcare Management Guidelines (1) state thai the primary care physicianshould manage
all common cardiovasculardisorders and only seek consultation from a casdioYascutasspecialistwhen an interventional
procedure is needed or when the patient develops a lifethreatenmg complication.
Recent peer review studies do not support this approach
(2-7). When treatment for the same disease is compared,
cardioloQ+s ronsistently have the best outcome (for both
morlsli”ry and morbidity) compared with general internists,
who in turn demonstrate better outcomes than family practitioners. Indeed, this is what one would expect. Generalists
need a significantlybroader and, consequently,less m-depth
knowledge base to care for a wider variety of patients, When
one looks at the long-term course of a disease(and most
cardiovasculardisease is chronic}, initia! use of complex and
sophisticateddiagnosticstudies and therapies is cost-effective
by reducingthe number of subsequenthospital admissions,lost
work time due to illness or lost income generation due to
premature death. The old idea that getting the correct diagnosisas earlyaspossibleis the ,mostcostaffective approach has
been validated. The well trained cardiovascularspecialistis
most likeiy to do this and therefore must be readily accessible
in the system.
Managed Care’sreduction of medicalcostshasthus far been
demonstrated most easilyin areas of the country with excess
hospital (and physician)capacityand in non4vfedicarepatient
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populations. In managed caresystemswhere costshavealready
been reduced, the cost of care fGr the Medicare population is
five times that for the non-Medicare population, regardlessof
payment mode (8). This is most likely due to the complexity
and severityof the illnessin the Medicare population, much of
which is cardiovascular disease. In complex disorders the
experienced specialist is far more ethcient and effective in
diagnosticworkup and therapy.
It is widely believed that excessiveuse of technology is the
major causeof increasedcostsof health care around the world.
However, the dramatic reduction in mortality from cardiovascular disease in the past 30 years is due, in large part, to
technology developed and managed by cardiovascularspeeialis& Does this sountry wish to limit the availabihty of this
technology, which patients have come to demand? It is of
interest that in Britain the government hasfinally realized that
there are too few cardiovascularspecialists,and the number of
cardiovasculartraining positions has recently been increased.
Many gatekeeper paradigms encourage use of noninvasive
cardiovasculartests, particularly echocardiography,in lieu of
referral to a cardiologist. Unfortunately, a test alone seldom
provides the information required to manage the patient
properly. The result must be integrated into clinical decision
making by a physician who understands the strengths and
limitations of the test. Perhaps more to the point is that the
decision to do the test should be made by the experienced.
cardiovascularspecialist,who may decide that it is not necessary.
Randomized, placebo-controlledclinicaltrials have become
extremely popular for determining optimal treatment for patients with cardiovasculardisease, iW other areas of medicine
have been subjectedto suchextensiveanalysisby trials9and the
information gained has greatly improved care. However, ‘trials
do n% alwaysclearly indicate optimal treatment for an indG
viduai patient who may not resemble those in the study
popuiation ,foften the majority ‘of patients). C&e ;aga+t,only’
an experienced physiciancan:pro&$
integrate.
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trials into practice.Similarl,v,,even the widely acceptedpracrice
guidelines developed by the American College of Cardiology
(AC@) and the American Heart Association need to be
individualized ‘by an experienced clinician for direct appiicaFion to patient care. Decision making in cardiova$cularmedicine is not as simple as it may seem to non~rdj~~~ogjsts~
Cardiologistsmust take bogitudinat careof patients to gain
the clinical experiencedescribed here. Currently, the majority
of patieneswith chro& cardiovasculardiseaseare not regula& seen by a cardiologist. Evaluation and management
servicesmust extend beyond the acute illness(e.g., myocardial
infarction). Regular care by a cardiologistalilowsnew concepts,
such as secondaq prevention and management of congestive
heart failure, to be implemented as soot as possible.Regular
cart also encourages patient compliance with the medical
regimen. Much benefit in long-term care derives from the
patient’s understanding that his or her care is being provided
by an “expert” who is able to answer questions and make
individuaiized midcourse corrections. Not coincidentally, the
loyal patient population thus gained is a major way for
cardiovascularspecialistsTVmaintain a “seat at the table” in
negotiations with either government or managed care.
‘“Principalcare” is a term favored by many cardiologistsand
was recently del$xrated by the House of Delegates of the
American Medic$ Association. In such a model, the regular
care for patients with chronic diseasesis provided by subspe&lists. The cardiovascularspecialist is the major decision
‘maker,working hi conjunction with primary care doctors or
other specialists.‘Americ& College al’ Grdiology member
surveysshow that this mode! exists for at least 30% of our
patients ($I), I personally prebr the term “conjoint care? but
the point is that patients need &!A q primary care physician
and a cardiovascularspecialist(10). ahis’model hasexistedfor
many years and can work well, provided that there is good
communicationand acceptanceof r-esponsibilityfor the patient
by both parties.
htanaged care will continually seekwhat it perceivesto be
the least costly modei for patient care. Therefore, we must
strive to get our messageacrossto employers, insurers, the
medical industry and government. This is clearlya role that the
ACC is pfaying and will cc&toe to do so* Furthermon, our
cardiolo@ training programs must change to create mnre
“general cardiologists””who arc comfortable with caring for ail
typesof cardiovasculardiseaseand desireto provide long-term
care. This mayn& inch& many interventional cardiologists,
but should in&de most noninvasive t%rdiologists. General
car$ologists are nccesshryto provide the Iink between the
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remarkable technolo@ of cardiovascularmedicine and clinical
practice.
Finally, the Coliege should work with the leadership of the
American Academy of Family Physiciansand the American
College of Physiciansto develop continuing medical education
progams specificallydesignedfor generalists.We should also
work with theseorganizationsto develop guidelinesfor referral to cardiovascularspecialists,suchas thosedeveloped bythe
California Chapter of the ACC (11). This will not: be an easy
task, but it is my opinion that the increased knowledge of
cardiovasculardiseaseby generalistsis likely to lead !o more
appropriate use of the cardiovascularspecialist,even in the
managed care setting. None’theIess,the ultimate rcspons~bility
for cart of patients with cardiovascular‘disertscmust reside
with the cardiovascularspecialistif the remarkable gains in
therapy of cardiovasculardiseasein the fast 30 yearsare to be
preservedand improved.
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